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Toy Guns
Black Mixed-Race Boys and the Desire to Play

Joy Howard
Abstract
Drawing insight from experiences as a motherscholar, this article analyzes data
from case studies conducted with Black mixed-race boys in a midwestern city
to explore the question do Black mixed-race boys have the right to play with
toy guns in the United States? This article brings facts and findings to bear on
notions of equity in safety, play, and childhood more generally. In this analysis
about the racialization of toy gun play, the article takes up both the material objects (toy guns) and the social construction of Black mixed-race masculinity that
informed two boys’ freedom to play and imagine themselves on their own terms.
The article argues that the identity of Black mixed-race boys and the contexts in
which they might play with toy guns are mediated by stereotypes of Black masculinity as an imagined threat with potentially real consequences in moments of
play. The piece begins with contemporary literature related to toy gun play and
critical scholarship on Black (and) mixed-race boyhood and deploys a framework utilizing critical mixed-race studies (CMRS) and key concepts from critical
race theory. Then article provides and overview methodology and context for
the case studies, before sharing and discussing two stories shared by two Black
mixed-race boys, ages 14 and 15. The piece concludes with implications for
education researchers and educators.

Introduction
In April of 2019, I took my three Black1 mixed-race2 sons to an end-of-theyear celebration for my youngest son’s participation in a local chapter of The Boy
Joy Howard is an assistant professor of teacher education at the University of
Southern Indiana, Evansville, Indiana. Email address: joy.howard@usi.edu
© 2021 by Caddo Gap Press.
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Scouts of America. Festivities included making tie-dye shirts, roasting hot dogs,
running an obstacle course, and shooting a BB gun (see Figure 1). As a white
motherscholar, my life’s work centers the ways in which children encounter rac-

Figure 1

The author’s son shooting a BB gun at the Boy Scouts of America celebration.
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ism and in/justice in their everyday lives, therefore the final activity brought forth
anxiety about my boys’ participation. The present analysis was already underway
about Black mixed-race boys and their rights to childhood play, specifically toy
gun play, but the complexities became very personal in that moment. My decision
to allow them to participate was not primarily a question of physical safety—not
shooting themselves or others with a BB, nor a very present danger related to real
guns and mass shootings in public spaces (see Cai & Patel, 2019), although both
were legitimate concerns. My main caution was about their long-term safety, as
Black mixed-race boys, if they, like 12 year-old Tamir Rice (a boy who was killed
by the police in Cleveland, Ohio in 2014 while playing with a toy gun), were to
decide that they wanted to play with BB guns again in a space not sponsored by
The Boy Scouts of America. The complexities of my concern were complicated
by memories of playing with a BB gun as a young girl. Never did I have the
thought that I would be read as a threat of any kind, yet my responsibility as the
mother of Black mixed-race boys demanded a sober understanding about the racialization of danger, safety and the freedom to play. For examples, all of these
themes are present in a recent national news story about 12 year-old Isaiah Elliot
(African American) from Colorado who was suspended from his virtual school
for having a neon green plastic gun on the computer screen during his art class.
His mother’s reaction after officers were sent to her home was, “It never crossed
my mind that toys could be seen as a threat” (Hall, 2020). In the increasingly
racialized realities of virtual and embodied spaces, child’s play is both racialized
and criminalized through anti-blackness.
Drawing insight from lived experiences as a motherscholar, I analyze data
from case studies conducted with Black mixed-race boys in a midwestern city.
I explore the question do Black mixed-race boys have the right to play with
toy guns in the United States? I bring facts and findings to bear on notions
of equity in safety, play, and childhood more generally. In this analysis about
the racialization of toy gun play, I take up both the material objects (toy guns)
and the social construction of Black mixed-race masculinity that informed two
boys’ freedom to play and imagine themselves on their own terms. To frame this
article, I juxtapose two key statements about imagination relevant to toy gun
play as a racialized activity. First, Long (2016) argued that “the black body is
collectively ‘known’ to the police. Stereotypes of black masculinity which construct black men as threatening, lead to aggressive policing in response to the
imagined threat” (emphasis added, as cited in Long & Joseph-Salisbury, 2019 p.
208). Second, Levinovitz (2017) explained “a toy is—an invitation to play with
its identity.” He expounded on the invitation of toy play stating that the extent
of one’s imagination “depends on the intrinsic qualities of the object of play,
but also its context and the identity of the player.” Considering both statements
in tandem, I argue that the identity of Black mixed-race boys and the contexts
in which they might play with toy guns are mediated by stereotypes of Black
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masculinity as an imagined threat with potentially real consequences in moments
of play.
I begin with an overview of contemporary literature related to toy gun play and
critical scholarship on Black (and) mixed-race boyhood. Next, I describe my framework utilizing critical mixed-race studies (CMRS) and key concepts from critical
race theory. Then I describe the methodology and context for the case studies. I
share and discuss two stories shared with me by two Black mixed-race boys, ages
14 and 15. I conclude with implications for education researchers and educators.

Conceptualizing Toy Gun Play
and Black Mixed-Race Boyhood
Several bodies of literature contribute to this exploration of Black mixed-race
boys and toy gun play. It is important to state at the onset that the need for children
to have spaces for play as a form of learning, both inside and outside the classroom is an accepted truth in the present analysis (Howard, 2019; Kasun, 2017).
Here I focus specifically on the ways that toy gun play has been researched and
discussed. I also draw from literature about multiracial/mixed-race identities and
experiences as well as Black boyhood to conceptualize toy gun play within the
context of Black mixed-race boyhood.
Toy Gun Play
In my review of literature about toy gun play, scholars have focused on the
object of toys, gun safety, and play theory based on the focus and discipline of
the researcher. There is a general silence around race in the context of toy gun
play in academic literature. In both popular (e.g., Santhanam, 2019) and academic discourse, the connection between guns and children revolves around issues
related to gun safety (including toy guns such as air rifles/BB guns) as a public
health concern (Klopotek et al., 2014). This includes a public panic about school
shootings and mass shootings in public spaces (Reich et al., 2002). In response
to the crisis of mass shootings, many schools have adopted zero tolerance policies where students are removed from school for bringing weapons on school
premises, including symbolic and toy weapons, like plastic guns (Melvin, 2011).
Zero tolerance for toy guns has even been extended to virtual classrooms in home
environments recently as in the case of Isaiah Elliot (Hall, 2020).
While such topics are important to public health and in educational research,
my focus here is specifically toy guns—the perceived and real dangers for Black
mixed-race boys playing with these toys. The majority of related work is found in
gender studies and psychology. For instance, Farr et al. (2018) conducted a study
about the relationship between gendered toys including toy guns (masculine) and
parents’ sexual orientation to investigate the relationship between parents’ sexual
orientation and gender conforming play. Likewise, there are a number of stud-
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ies and conceptual pieces that explore the gendered messages embedded in toys
(e.g., Mechling, 2008; Parsons & Howe, 2006). Parsons and Howe (2006) studied
preschool-age children and their play with superheroes. They found that superhero play increased the time spent engaged in active play, especially among boys.
They suggest that constructive and reflective play “dealing with safety issues and
aggression” (p. 298) should be encouraged. The benefits of imaginary play must
be recognized in the present analysis of a racialized boundary for limiting play.
Mechling (2008) argued from a play theory frame that boys actually benefit from
pretending to die because it develops empathy. This is an important finding as we
consider the many effects of racialized play.
Altogether, neither racial diversity among participants nor racial analyses of
toy play, specifically toy gun play, were the focus of the aforementioned studies.
However, one study from the medical field involved a survey in urban and suburban
medical clinics that focused on parental attitudes toward toy guns. Findings from
the study indicated that 67% of the parents surveyed did not allow their children
to play with toy guns. Findings indicated that white male parents of white male
children were more likely to have positive responses to toy gun play that any other
identity groups in the survey (Cheng et al., 2003). The finding that white male children are more encouraged to play with toy guns by their families is significant in the
present analysis of the ways in which toy gun play is informed by race and racism.
This study addresses the dearth of literature on the topic specifically considerations
about the question and implications of the question—who has the right to play?
Relatedly, what racial identities and contexts are dangerous for play?
Black Mixed-Race Boyhood
Little available literature focuses specifically on Black mixed-race boyhood
and/or masculinity. British scholar Remi Joseph-Salisbury (2018) argued that while
mixed-race individuals are increasingly recognized as multiracial, it is also essential
that there is attention to the “convergence with, and impact of, Blackness upon experiences” given that Black mixed-race men are often racialized as Black (p. 5). In a
move to articulate the complexities and irreconcilable nature of finite racial categories,
Joseph-Salisbury called for greater recognition and reflection on “the coalescence of
mixedness and Blackness in the complex racialization of Black mixed-race men” (p.
5) as necessary to better understand their lived experiences. Relatedly, Alyssa Newman’s (2019) research explored the exotification of multiracial boys’ bodies. She
found that the Black mixed-race boys in her study encountered antiblackness as part
of the everyday racialization of their experiences. Dumas and ross (2016) explain the
social construction of antiblackness as “an embodied lived experience of social suffering and resistance, and perhaps most importantly, as an antagonism, in which the
Black is a despised thing-in-itself (but not person for herself or himself) in opposition
to all that is pure, human(e), and white” (p. 2). In Newman’s study, antiblackness
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meant that the Black mixed-race boys were read as dangerous, violent, or exotic all of
which was attributed to racist perceptions about the biology of race.
Newman’s (2019) assertion is an essential foundation for understanding the
complexities of Black mixed-race boys and how their bodies are read racially.
The intensity of detail involved in racializing particular features attests to the
way that mixed race bodies serve as the texts upon which the skills of racial
literacy are honed. . . Successfully racially categorizing someone allows people
to access sets of meanings and expectations for their encounter, and also provide a means for them to explain characteristics that are naturalized according
to biological understandings of race such as tastes, dispositions and behaviors.
(Newman, 2019, p. 118)

Antiblackness impacts the lived experiences of Black mixed-race boys whose
tastes, dispositions, and behaviors are stereotyped according to white supremacist
understandings of race as biological.
Given the relatively small amount of literature on the specifics of Black
mixed-race boyhood and the attention to the fact that blackness and antiblackness are very much present and experienced by Black mixed-race boys, I turn
to contemporary literature on Black boyhood. Drawing from critical childhood
studies, Dumas and Nelson (2016) explore what “childhood” means—and who
has the right to it. They argue that Black boyhood is heavily informed by the social imagination of the criminalization, adultification, and infantilization of Black
boys. Pertinent to the present analysis is Onwuachi Willig’s (2017) legal paper
analyzing and comparing the cases of Emmett Till and Trayvon Martin. Onwuachi-Willig argues both demonstrated commonsense racism as embedded into the
policing of whiteness. In Martin’s case, Onwuachi-Willig asserts that the protection of white space led to his death. In this case and the devastating number of
murders of young Black men and boys (boys who are identified as Black whether
mixed-race or not) the realities of the criminalization and adultification must be
recognized for reasons of life or death.
In spite of the terrors of antiblackness, Dumas and Nelson (2016) emphasize
that Black boyhood is a social experience in the now—not merely for some future
existence or accomplishment. They argue that Black boys should have the freedom to imagine themselves. Acknowledging the complexities of Black boyhood
requires an exploration of painful facts influenced by the social realities of white
supremacist patriarchy. Dumas and Nelson (2016) declared that Black boys have
unimaginable childhoods and unforeseeable futures. In other words, they do not
receive the same kind of empathy afforded to white children. A growing body
of academic work suggests that regardless of age and grade level, Black boys
are confronted with incidents of antiblackness in and beyond schools, especially
during play where far too often they are read as monstrous and dangerous beings
(Howard, 2019; Bryan & Jett, 2019; Ferguson, 2002; Rosen, 2017; Ulen, 2016;
Washington & Heinfield, 2018). Building on this framework, Bryan (2018, 2020)
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called for the need for theory to effectively explain anti-black violence inherent
in the childhood play experiences of Black boys. Bryan (unpublished) explained
that “Black PlayCrit” names and critiques the ways in which race, racism, white
supremacy, anti-Blackness, and misandric violence operate in the play experiences of Black children in both communities and schools. In short, Black PlayCrit has
been introduced to theorize the specificity of blackness and anti-Black violence in
childhood play experiences’ and is inclusive of both children’s solitary and social
experiences at the intersection of imagination and reality. In other words- in what
ways does race determine who has the right to play? And, in what ways does the
social construction of race create the context for play to be socially, emotionally,
and physically harmful? In turn, I seek to better understand the systemic oppression that underlies the unimaginable childhood of Black boys in the present analysis of Black mixed-race boys and their (dis)engagement in toy gun play.
Critical Mixed Race Studies
The theoretical framing of this study draws primarily from the emergent field
of critical mixed race studies (CMRS) and specifically Joseph-Salisbury’s (2018)
conceptualization of critical mixed race theory, or C(M)RT. Critical mixed race
studies is an emerging interdisciplinary field that originated through social organizing and primarily the field of ethnic studies which merged to generate scholarly
and activist-oriented conversation (see Reginald et al., 2014). Given this origin,
it is unsurprising that there are diverse engagements with key concepts among
scholars who take up CMRS. CMRS is focused on the particularities of multiraciality and/or mixedness. CMRS scholars draw from (critical) race scholarship to
analyze monoracial norms, passing (as white), colorism, hybridity, and international perspectives on multiraciality (Reginald et al., 2014). McKibbin (2014) explains that CMRS is a critique of race as real or biological and the corresponding
monoracial logic. Monoracial logic, as Harris (2016) explains, is the notion that
people can be put into nice, neat, fixed racial categories. Monoracial logic was
perpetuated by social and legal precedents reinforced by the “One-Drop Rule,”
or the idea that one drop of African blood meant that a person was Black (Jordan,
2014). Challenging the concept of monoracial logic is complicated, however, as
McKibbin (2014) suggests, “It is not just multiraciality itself but also how heterogeneous experiences and unique identities are expressed that contributes to
political resistance” (p. 186) and a greater understanding of race and racism itself.
Building on CMRS, Josephy-Salisbury (2018) asserts that scholarship in this
area must attend to both the particularities of mixedness as well as the specificities
of the ways in which Black mixed-race males are identified as Black and experience antiblackness. Findings from Long and Joseph-Salisbury’s (2019) study of
Black mixed-race men’s perceptions and experiences with the police in the UK
demonstrated that while these men often identify as mixed, they are simultaneously
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aware that they are often homogenized by a white imaginary of blackness by the
police. Therefore, their experiences with the police based on their mixedness did not
improve over that of other Black men. Simply put, “Blackness is undifferentiated”
(Tate, 2005, p. 85). C(M)RT makes room for theorizing about the various mixedrace experiences and identities while simultaneously making clear the inauthentic
nature of race itself. Joseph-Salisbury (2018) explains that C(M)RT recognizes that
“mixedness means that race manifests in particular ways and that this has not always been recognized in studies of race and ethnicity” which creates a need to
“complicate CRT through emphasizing the particularities of mixedness” (p. 8).
C(M)RT makes space to consider the particularities of mixedness while simultaneously applying concepts from CRT. Two concepts from Critical Race
Theory directly inform the present analysis (see Delgado & Stefanic, 2018)—
whiteness as property and a critique of ahistoricism.
Whiteness as property—“all of those human rights, liberties, powers, and immunities that are important for human well-being, including freedom of expression,
freedom of conscience, freedom from bodily harm, and free and unequal opportunities to use personal faculties.” Whiteness therefore signifies “the characteristic, the attribute, the property of free human beings.” (Harris, 1995, p. 279)
Ahistoricism—the omission of the socio-historical and legal context of race and
racism (Harris, 2016), or the blatant disregard for the breadth and depth of structures and systems of white supremacy and racism throughout history and the
trend toward erasing the stories of our past that inform our present.

The CMRS framework attends to the both/and of mixedness and (anti)blackness. The present analysis pushes against overly-simplified categories of race as
biological or the search for a singular multiracial story. CMRS is well-positioned
to grapple with the complex conundrums of monoracial logic pitted against multiracial realities. Borrowing the words of Newman (2019),
By making turbid the relationship between privilege and explicitly white skin,
while reproducing more covertly the structure of white supremacy and the racial
hierarchy that supports it, the terms of that hierarchy are reinvented and obscured
to fit within a new global and ideological context. The mixed-race body is a critical axis upon which this new configuration pivots. (p. 122)

Methodology
In 2016, I conducted 20 semi-structured interviews with youth, families, and
educators in “Midwest City.” I solicited parent and youth participation by hanging
posters throughout the city (i.e., The YMCA, public libraries). Parents contacted
me and I did an initial screening of families to ensure that youth were in the
pre-determined age range (11-21) and attended school in the midwestern city.
During this initial conversation, I made sure that the focus and process of the
study were clear. Then, we scheduled the first interview.
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The initial interview included the following steps (1) I went over the scope
of the study and answered questions, (2) youth were given cameras and asked to
visually share their experiences with race, and (3) parents were asked a series of
questions in a semi-structured interview. In the second interview, I asked youth
participants to share their pictures and asked parallel questions to the initial interview with parents. All participants were shown two short films. Interviews that
ranged from 45 minutes to three hours. During the final interview I shared initial
findings, asked follow-up questions, and asked participants to clarify responses.
Final interviews were conducted both in family groups and individually when
privacy was a concern (e.g., a question arose about an abusive relationship). I audio-recorded and transcribed all interviews verbatim and kept a reflective journal
to note my own biases, observations, and questions about emerging themes and
the larger topic of the study.
I analyzed data from interviews considering how Black mixed-race youth
navigated race in their daily lives and how the adults mediated racial messages. I
used both invivo and descriptive coding (Saldaña, 2009). Through this process, I
identified the theme of seeking safety where the boys in the study described racialized contexts of play in terms of violence, desire, and (dis)connection. I found that
stories about seeking safety in play were articulated in gender-specific ways by
the boys in the study. To explore this theme, I mined the data for stories that best
exemplified the complexities of seeking safety. I found that toy and imaginary gun
play was a play context imbued with perplexing contradictions about race.
I utilized narrative inquiry (Reissman, 2008) informed by the methodology
of critical race counter-storytelling (Solorzano & Yosso, 2002) to share and make
sense of the boys’ stories in a larger sociopolitical construct. Narrative inquiry
views stories as a way of knowing where the analytical process is both rigorous as
well as artistic (Coulter & Smith, 2009). Reissman (2008) shapes my understanding of narrative as “stories that connect events in sequence that is consequential
for later actions and for the meanings that the speaker wants the listener to take
away from the story” (p. 3). Adding to this understanding of the importance of
stories, Solorzano and Yosso (2002) explained that counter-stories and even poetic modes of expression, can be used in a critical race methodology. They argued,
“If methodologies have been used to silence and marginalize people of color, then
methodologies can also give voice and turn the margins into places of transformative resistance” (p. 37). In this narrative inquiry, I focused specifically on the
ways that ahistorical monoracial logic and whiteness as property would erase and
excuse the nuances of antiblackness embedded in the boys’ stories. Altogether,
the research questions, study design and the analysis were informed by a CMRS
framework that actively resisted the silencing of ahistoricism and monoracism
which would oversimplify the complexities and contradictions of these stories.
I share two specific stories from the data: I’m not allowed to shoot outside
with my BB gun and Call of Duty: Imagining the hostage and the police. Three
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participants are named: Gerome a 15 year-old Black mixed-race boy entering his
sophomore in high school; Gerome’s mother Hannah, who is a divorced white
social worker in her 50’s; and Michael who is a 14 year-old Black mixed-race boy
entering his freshman year of high school.
Alongside my analysis of the stories shared with me by the boys in my study,
I interrogated my experiences and wonderings as a motherscholar with three Black
mixed-race boys. To do this, I drew from a collection of stories and poems that
were part of a five-year poetic analysis project (Howard, Thompson, & Nash, 2020).
The opening vignette and personal insights that I offer within the analysis of data
are shared to demonstrate the ways in which I, like the mothers in this story, have
negotiated spaces for safe play with my own family. As a result, I intermix insights
from these reflections to add to the depth and visceral experiences in search of safe
spaces for child’s play in a racist society. Listening to Gerome’s and Michael’s stories, while considering my own sons’ childhood desires, extended my analysis about
the multiplicity and contradictions of toy gun play for Black mixed-race boys.

Michael and Gerome’s Racial Identifiers
During each interview with youth, I presented youth participants with a list
of words in alphabetical order (African American, Biracial, Black, Caucasian,
Mixed, White) on card-sized papers and three blank cards where they could write
in words. Gerome said,
It’s like, all of them. Because isn’t biracial and mixed basically the same thing?
And African American is Black, of course. Isn’t it? I would describe myself as
mixed. I just love the word mixed. . . I always tell my mom I’m just stuck in the
middle. Black people on one side and white people on the other side and then
mixed is in the middle. I can’t get out. I’m always in the middle. So that’s why
I’m in the middle, I’m mixed.

Michael chose “Biracial, Black, White, and Mixed.” When I asked him his
preference, he said “mixed.” I asked him when he would use white and he said,
“Never. But sometimes you can see Black and white on me. It’s like, like, like,
like I don’t know, it’s like. . .when people say I sound white. Or, I act white. . . I
don’t know mostly people think I’m like just Black.”
To make sense of Michael and Gerome’s racial self-descriptions, it is important to note that the U.S. Census did not officially recognize multiraciality
until 2000. The historical erasure of multiraciality and the mythical narrative of
multiraciality as a new phenomenon have been socially constructed to fuel white
supremacy (Howard, 2018). For example, the “One-drop Rule” or the law of hypodescent, socially and legally determined that anyone with even “one drop” of
African blood would be considered Black (Anderson, 2016; Jordan, 2014). Such
practices and policies contributed to the monoracial paradigm of race by manufacturing fixed categories of race including the notion that whiteness requires
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the exclusion of blackness (Harris, 2016). Through this historical view, Gerome
and Michael’s multiple racial identifiers begin to make sense. In their own ways,
both boys described that “Blackness is undifferentiated” (Tate, 2005, p. 85), particularly in public spaces and this is a critical understanding for their safety and
well-being. Both boys were well aware that despite being raised in homes by single white women (their biological mothers), and despite their European ancestry,
they understood that they were read as Black, to the exclusion of a mixed-race
identity. This had distinct implications for their access to safe places for play.

Seeking Safe Spaces for Toy Gun Play
In this section, I share two stories about the particular ways that Black mixedrace boys talked about their desires for and the dangers of toy gun play. After
sharing these stories, I discuss the complexities of play, safety, access to space
and the contradictions of toy gun play present in the racialized narratives of these
Black mixed-race boys.
I’m Not Allowed to Shoot Outside with My BB Gun
I asked Gerome (15) about what race meant in his life. He explained that he
could not remember any significant stories about race in elementary school, but
he found race to be salient in middle school. He recalled,
in 8th grade that’s when I really started hearing about it. I mean that’s when it
started to be, like it got big in Midwest City with all the shootings and stuff. Like
the Trayvon Martin thing. . .. And I think they killed him for no reason, like they
said he was on a cell phone or something. . .

Gerome explained that Trayvon Martin’s murder and similar events had changed
how he thought about safety,
when more and more stuff started happening, like I didn’t feel safe. like, my
mom told me I’m not allowed to shoot outside with my BB gun, and I’m alone
just like shooting it in the alley, like the cops are gonna come and just shoot me.
Like, I’m not frightened, but I don’t feel totally safe. Because like you never
know what’s gonna happen when you step outside. That’s why the activities,
mainly that I do are on the inside.

In an interview with Hannah, she shared her fears for Gerome’s safety as his
mother,
You know, I bought Gerome a BB gun because he’d been wanting it. And, within
the last four months. And I told him I don’t want you to shoot it here. You have
to wait to go to the lake with your uncle [who is a white policeman]. Well, one
day I came here, and he had, I looked out, and he was in the alley shooting it.
And I freaked out, and I was like you need to come in here right now. And I was
like Gerome you need to understand. You are a mixed boy, you have some little
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old lady, some person, look out their window into the alley, and all they see is a
gun and a mixed kid, and before you know it the police will be out there and you
could get shot. Someone will get trigger happy, we read about it, we’re hearing
about it all the time in the news and that could be you. And I said, you absolutely
can’t do that.

Call of Duty: Imagining the Hostage and the Police
In an interview with Michael (14) I had asked him (just as I had asked all
of the youth in the study) to take some pictures of what race meant in his life. In
other words, where and when did race come up as important in his everyday experiences. We began our conversation with his picture of a video game, and I asked
him about its racial significance. He explained, “I don’t know, everyone plays
games and stuff. All people, Indian people, and you can play with people in all
sorts of places.” He said that he played “Mostly Call of Duty,” a videogame series
that was developed as a first-person shooter game. In other words, the player’s
screen view is the perspective of the shooter of an animated gun. I asked Michael,
“Do you feel like there’s racial scenes on there? Like the good guys and bad guys
are racialized, or not really?” He responded, “Well, there’s one team that’s hostage and the police, not the police, but they’re like different people from different
countries, like the FBI, and they. . .they come from different places.”

Discussion
While implications for the 2nd amendment—the right to bear arms, are embedded in these stories about toy gun play and virtual weapons, I choose not to
center that discussion for two reasons. First, in literature on toy gun play, Mechling (2008) found little correlation between children who play with toy guns and
their proclivity for gun ownership or gun violence as adults. Second, in this analysis of Black mixed-race boyhood play with toy guns, I heed the advice of Dumas
and Nelson (2016) who cautioned against looking at Black boyhood as simply the
route toward Black manhood. Instead, they implored us to honor Black boyhood
as a social experience in the now, not merely for some future existence of accomplishment. It is in that spirit that I center the voices of the boys as they spoke about
their boyhood search for safe spaces to play.
As an entry point in this discussion, I revisit the juxtaposition of Black masculinity as an imagined threat (Long, 2016) and the proposition that a toy “is an
invitation to play with its identity” or one’s imagination of self within the world
(Levinovitz, 2017). Toy guns as the object or imagined object of play were signifiers of inequity. The desire to play with the identity of the toy and imaginary
roles were mediated by a society that viewed these boys as an imagined threat.
Gerome and Michael’s awareness that they were racialized as Black in public
spaces informed the ways that they participated in and navigated real and imag-
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ined spaces. Embedded in their stories was an understanding of the social rules
of whiteness as property—the right to be fully human (Harris, 1995), and the
various forms of antiblackness that narrated their freedom, desire and access to
play with toy guns. For example, Gerome was aware that he was read as Black
on “the outside.” His search for safe places to play and to just be, was informed
by his growing awareness that being read as a Black male automatically adultified and vilified him under the white gaze (Bryan, 2018; Joseph-Salisbury,
2018). His awareness of the dangers of the white gaze edited his desire to play
with a BB gun in his backyard. Alongside his race-conscious mother, he formed
a pragmatic response to the present dangers of antiblackness that operate in
private communities and among government officials, namely police officers.
He learned that playing with toy guns in public spaces was unsafe for Black
boys like Trayvon Martin and Tamir Rice. As part of what Heisig (2019) calls
“generation Tamir,” Gerome remained “mostly on the inside.” Occasionally, he
could also prolong his desire to play with toy guns by waiting to play in spaces
like the country with his white uncle who was a police officer who could endorse and protect his physical safety during toy gun play. This racialized denial
or delay of play is not a conversation or shared concern among white boys and
their families (Cheng et al., 2003).
Ignorance or disbelief about the realities of antiblackness is not child’s play—
it is a game of life and death. As several scholars have shown (Rosen, 2017; Joseph-Salisbury, 2018; Ferguson, 2004; Newman, 2019), Black masculinity is read
as threatening, monstrous, dangerous, and punishable both in and outside of school
(Washington & Heinfield, 2018). These stereotypes have real consequences. Black
men reported that they are unfairly stopped by the police at a rate of 18% versus 3%
of white men (Pew Research Center, 2016); Black males are six times more likely
than white males to be incarcerated (Drake, 2013); and Black males are 2.5 times
more likely than white men to be shot and killed by police (Lowery, 2016). Black
boys have been murdered for commonplace behaviors such as playing loud music
in the case of Jordan Davis (Cheng, 2018), walking down the street at night in the
case of Trayvon Martin (Onwuachi-Willig, 2017), or holding a toy gun in the case
of Tamir Rice (Bryan, 2018). Therefore, anti-blackness has very real consequences for limiting spaces for childhood play (Kasun, 2017). While related statistics
about Black mixed-race men are unavailable, Long and Joseph-Salisbury’s (2019)
study about Black mixed-race men’s perceptions of the police in England provides
important insight related to Michael and Gerome’s preferences to play in indoor,
virtual, or designated safe spaces. That is, under that white gaze these boys knew
that they were viewed as Black and “understanding how one is interpellated can be
about staying alive” (Long and Joseph-Salisbury, 2019, p. 203).
The boys in this study resisted the racist realities of their lives by imagining and negotiating spaces in a variety of ways. Gerome’s statement, “I’m not
frightened, but I don’t feel totally safe,” offers critical insight into his desire to
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play, his interpretation of masculinity, and understanding of being threatened. His
statement was connected to his awareness that he would likely be read as a threat,
a racialized assumption associated with the particularities of Black masculinity
read—monstrous and punishable (Newman, 2019). Still, the search for somewhere safe to play was present in both boys’ stories. For Michael, he described
an imaginary space where “everyone plays…and you can play with people in all
sorts of places.” In this imagined space, “good guys” and “bad guys” were not
interpreted by Michael to be racialized in ways parallel to the real-world. In this
sense, he found an alternate reality where he could have a safe space to play. For
Gerome, his mother Hannah brokered a safe space for Gerome’s boyhood play
with toy guns—in a rural setting with his white police officer uncle. Accessing a
safe space for play necessitated that he must play alongside his white adult uncle
in a controlled and isolated location where the dangers of antiblackness could
be strategically, yet temporarily, avoided. White supremacist patriarchy granted
temporary access to a context for toy gun play where safety was contingent upon
familial ties to whiteness that granted Gerome temporary access to the (limited)
right to play. This same access to safe play was inaccessible outside close proximity to his white police officer uncle and/or in an urban context where he would
likely be read as a threat based on his Black identity (Joseph-Salisbury, 2018;
Newman, 2019; Rosen, 2017). Given the cases of Tamir Rice and Trayvon Martin, young boys who were the ages of the boys in this study, Hannah’s fears were
founded in racial realism. In this racial reality, antiblackness determined who was
read as dangerous and who had a right to be perceived as a boy (Dumas & Nelson,
2016). The denial of safety in play and the ability to occupy particular (and real)
spaces, is a denial of the full rights of childhood play (Bryan, 2018; Harris, 1995).
Centering the present, always already informed by the past, brought into focus Gerome’s and Michael’s boyhood desires for the freedom to play and to “play
with people in all sorts of places” (Michael). Yet because both boys understood
the dangers of how their bodies were racialized in the U.S., they limited toy and
imaginary gun play to “the inside” (Gerome) where they could avoid harm. In
the end, the boys were aware that their bodies were read as Black, and antiblackness limited their play options. As Newman (2019) explained, “mixed race bodies
serve as the texts upon which the skills of racial literacy are honed” (p. 118),
where stereotypical and biological explanations of race are codified. With this
in mind, Black mixed-race boys’ experiences and perceptions of their (lack of)
rights to openly and freely play with toy guns is an important narrative about the
ways that antiblackness limits the rights to childhood more generally. Gerome and
Michael knew they were viewed as Black, and that their mixed identity was often
disregarded. Said differently, blackness was constant, despite the various ways
that they were raced and re-raced differently across spaces (Harris, 2016). Based
on public and private narratives and experiences, these boys were aware that antiblackness was ever-present in their present. This sobering reality could not be
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ignored—despite their pivots to participate in imaginary/toy gun play in a safe
environment. In the United States, where whiteness as property (Harris, 1995)
still very much determines the full rights of personhood, specifically childhood in
this case, Black mixed-boys do not have equal rights to play with toy guns.

Concluding Thoughts
Somewhere between fantasy and reality, imagining equitable rights to safety, play and childhood more generally, hope is a light dimly lit. I assert that this
re-imagining must be grounded in the acknowledgement that child’s play is still
unjust. Simultaneously, it is important to acknowledge that both boys resisted
societal rules that were clearly unjust and contradictory. In their resistance, they
sought out spaces to engage in imaginary gun play in creative and calculated
ways. I relate these practices to a form of marronage, seeking the autonomy to
imagine and determine free spaces to play. Patel (2016) explains marronage as
a practice of freedom that must, necessarily, start from the condition and category
of enslavement in order to transgress it… The repetitive flight for sovereignty must
be considered, even if it is squelched repeatedly, in the cumulative. It is in the
cumulative that its relentless expression of freedom can be viewed. (p. 400)

My connection to this concept began because of my own Black mixed-race son
who introduced the idea to me. During the data collection phase of the case studies, my six-year-old son asked, “Mommy, what am I?” My response was to ask
him how he would self-describe. After a long pause, he sighed and said, “Maybe.
. . I might be… maroon.” Although we chuckled at his word choice at the time,
this statement stuck with me. Several months later I remembered his words when
I read King and Swartz’s (2015) description of maroons as groups of free people
of African descent in the 1600’s who lived in coastal regions of the United States,
specifically South Carolina—where my son was born and where his father’s ancestors have lived for generations. I realized for the first time the profundity of
my son’s statement. Since then I have been pondering the persistent and cumulative relentless expression of freedom, and the myriad ways that people of African
descent have always pursued and demanded freedom. It is from my own Black
mixed-race son that I was challenged to consider the ways that children, specifically in this case Black mixed-race boys, create spaces of maroonage to fight for
their rights to childhood in the face of injustice. Alongside Pillow and Family
(2015), I have grappled with the realities of “working, thinking, loving and mothering” (p. 317) in a country forever marked by Trayvon Martin’s death and the
anxiety that this reality brings for Black children living in the U.S. I too consider
what it might mean for Black mixed-race boys to “dream of an-other space,” (p.
320) an imagined country where not only is there no fear of being murdered, and
full citizenship is realized.
As we collectively struggle with issues of justice in the United States, the
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realities of gun violence and antiblack violence in general, the impossibility of
Black mixed-race boyhood must be a part of this larger discussion. Black boys,
including Black mixed-race boys, are robbed of their rights to play, to experiment
at the intersection of reality and imagination, and are targeted through the white
gaze. Dumas and Nelson (2016) have challenged educators to engage in critical
discussions about the need to re-imagine schools as spaces of possibility for Black
boyhood. To re-imagine a discussion about spaces of safety and possibility, there
are a number of questions and considerations for caregivers, activists, educators,
and researchers focused on youth. Those include (1) How do we balance reality
and hope as we teach children about the realities of racism? (2) What does it mean
for mixed-race children to be raced, erased, and re-raced and how does this inform
their decision-making practices and/or friendships? (3) What are strategies that will
promote listening and racial consciousness among white teachers and parents as
first-teachers of Black mixed-race boys (and girls)? (4) How is safety and play being
defined in and outside of schools for, by, and with Black mixed-race boys? (5) How
might fighting for the rights of childhood be manifested in behavioral concerns at
school? (6) How might the lessons from critical race studies about play be included
in teacher training? (7) In what ways does antiblackness determine the rights to
childhood play in virtual and material classrooms for students? These questions
represent only the beginning of a number of inquiries about Black mixed-race boys
and the racial realities that they face in school and community spaces.
This study demonstrated a clear tension of both mixedness and blackness
in the context of childhood play. This was illustrated by Gerome and Michael’s
racial self-descriptions and the ways that contradictory racialized messages informed their childhoods. Tensions must be attended to rather than ignored. Joseph-Salisbury (2017) asserted that “an emphasis on Blackness must not engender
the erasure of the particularities of mixedness. Simultaneously, an overemphasis
on mixedness must not ignore the constitutive presence of Blackness on the lives
of Black mixed-race males” (p. 459). These stories clearly demonstrate the both/
and of Blackness and mixedness as part of their lived experiences in ways that
are simply inexplicable through a monoracial paradigm. Because this is rarely
named or attended to in extant research, there is a need to continue to provide critical analysis that refutes antiblackness as well as biological explanations of racial
dispositions, characteristics or tastes through a monoracial paradigm. Simultaneously, further research must open up spaces for grappling with the complexities
of hybridity including colorism that are embodied in mixed-race people’s experiences. This study illuminates the complexities of play, safety, and access to space
that comes up for Black mixed-race boys who desire to play with toy guns. As a
result, important lessons about the rights to childhood and the entangled nature of
guns, violence, safety, and racism in America become evident—in child’s play.
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Notes
In this article, the author uses capital Black and lowercase white, following the lead
of Dumas (2016) who explains “White is not capitalized in my work because it is nothing
but a social construct, and does not describe a group with a common experience or kinship
outside of acts of colonization and terror” (p. 13).
2
The author uses the term multiracial and mixed-race interchangeably based on the
practices in the field of Critical Mixed Race Studies (see Daniel et al., 2014 for a discussion
about the usage of terms). When Black mixed-race is used, it is designated to signify the
nuances of blackness and anti-blackness which inform the particularities of mixed-race
experiences the boys discussed in this article (see also Joseph-Salisbury, 2017).
3
Being 12 (Hsu, 2015) and What are you? A dialogue on Mixed Race (Peden, 2009).
1
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